Abstract-In this study, we present and analyze a framework for geometric and topological estimation for mapping of unknown environments. We consider agents mimicking motion behaviors of cyborg insects, known as biobots, and exploit coordinate-free local interactions among them to infer geometric and topological information about the environment, under minimal sensing and localization constraints. A metric estimation procedure is presented over a graphical representation referred to as the encounter graph in order to construct a geometric point cloud using manifold learning techniques. Topological data analysis (TDA) along with the proposed classification method is used to infer robust topological features of the space (e.g., existence of obstacles). We examine the asymptotic behavior of the proposed metric in terms of the convergence to the geodesic distances in the underlying manifold of the domain, and provide stability analysis results for the topological persistence. The proposed framework and its convergences and stability analysis are demonstrated through numerical simulations and experiments with Hexbugs.
I. INTRODUCTION

R
ECENT developments in neural engineering have empowered us to directly control insect locomotion using wireless neuro-stimulators to enable remotely controlled cyborg insects, known as insect biobots [1] . Each agent is equipped with a system-on-chip based ZigBee enabled wireless neuro-stimulation backpack system and remote navigational control circuits. In particular, we have been able to control Gromphadorhina portentosa (Madagascar hissing) cockroaches in open and mazed environments [1] - [3] . Exploiting unmatched natural abilities of insects in navigation and exploration, a cyberphysical network of such biobots, which we call a biobotic network, could prove useful for search and rescue applications in uncertain disaster environments (e.g. when an earthquake occurs). Fig. 1 illustrates a realization of a biobotic network, a snapshot of one of our cockroach biobots, and a summary of their natural mobility and sensing model. Development of insect biobots has attracted a lot of attention in very recent years. ExManuscript received February 15, 2016 ; revised July 21, 2016; accepted September 22, 2016 . Date of publication October 28, 2016 ; date of current version February 7, 2017 . This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under Award CNS-1239243. The guest editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Prof. Cédric Richard.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TSIPN.2016.2623093 ample platforms include beetle biobots [4] , cockroach biobots (American, discoid [5] , [6] , and Madagascar hissing [2] ), and spider biobots [7] . To the best of our knowledge, however, all of these studies have attempted individual control of biobots, and there has not been much progress towards the development of frameworks for exploiting biobotic networks for tasks such as localization and mapping. Exploration and mapping are essential tasks in such scenarios, for which exploiting mobile robotic networks is extremely beneficial over using human rescuers in terms of safety and coverage. Teams of small autonomous agents (e.g. biologically inspired milli-robots [8] or biobots), in particular, have certain advantages over traditional platforms since larger robotic systems may not be able to reach certain locations under the collapsed buildings. Furthermore, biobotic platforms can be particularly versatile at locomotion and navigation in unstructured and dynamic scenes due to their natural ability to crawl through small spaces.
Closely related to our work are the techniques in simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) literature [9] , [10] . However, the majority of recent approaches assume that the exploring agents are equipped with high-bandwidth sensing devices such as cameras or depth sensors [11] . On the other hand, mapping and localization in under-rubble environments using such platforms becomes extremely challenging due to hardware limitations and the unstructured nature of the environment.
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Power and computational resource constraints prohibit us from using traditional on-board imaging techniques for their localization (e.g., visual SLAM [11] , [12] ). Furthermore, traditional signal propagation based localization (e.g., GPS, or computing signal strength or time of flight [13] , [14] ) may be unreliable for indoor or underground locations in cluttered environments, and odometry and inertial-based approaches (e.g., [15] ) may be undependable due to irregular conditions of the terrain. Hence, in this work, we focus on minimal sensing strategies for robotic networks in which such sensing modalities are unavailable.
Since obtaining an accurate map of the environment may not be possible in such scenarios, we propose an approach to construct a map that captures robust topological features (such as connected regions and holes due to obstacles) and approximates geometric information of the environment using only coordinate-free local interactions among the agents in a biobotic network. Such maps can be used for identifying homology of the space and providing an approximate and intuitive visualization of the environment. Moreover, instead of providing continuous control feedback to the agents, we exploit natural stochastic motion models of the biobots and their encounter information. These strategies for motion and sensing accommodate for the hardware limitations of the biobotic platform under consideration.
Topological data analysis (TDA) [16] , on the other hand, provides tools such as persistent homology theory [17] in order to extract topological features from point cloud data without requiring coordinate information, which makes them more suitable for scenarios in which weak or no localization is provided. Topological frameworks have been employed in applications on sensor and robotic networks, e.g. for coverage and hole detection when neither metric nor localization information is available [18] - [21] . However, these studies are mainly concerned about the topology of the "network" rather than the characterization of the "environment" itself, and bypass the geometric estimation requirement by considering a purely topological algorithm. Topological localization and mapping has been also considered lately in [22] - [24] . However, these approaches either require the existence of external signal transmitters in the environment, or assume the existence of an IMU or a motion model for prediction of the agents' states, as well as known landmarks attached to the boundaries of obstacles. We intend, however, to perform mapping using local encounters among the agents and not rely on external resources as they may be unavailable as a consequence of the emergency response scenarios under consideration.
We introduced a methodology for topological mapping of unknown environments using bio-inspired agents under limited sensing constraints in [25] . An intuitive notion of an encounter metric was introduced based on local interactions among the agents, and a TDA framework was developed to extract topologically persistent spatial information such as obstacles in the environment. We extended this approach and implemented it on a multi-robot network, the WolfBots in [26] . In this paper, we expand the metric estimation procedure of [25] in order to construct more accurate geometric point clouds of the environment introducing the so called landmark communities in the encounter graph, and theoretically analyze the precision of geometric estimation procedure from a manifold learning [27] perspective. In particular, we derive bounds on the metric estimation uncertainty, and obtain sampling and graph connectivity conditions under which the proposed metrics over the sets of encounter events and landmark communities will converge to the geodesic distances in the manifold. We illustrate reconstruction of a manifold over an environment M from encounter samples, and prove that the accuracy of the procedure is dependent on the density of samples taken from M as well as the existence and appropriate density of landmarks. Furthermore, we present topological stability analysis for persistent topological feature inference from the estimated geometric point clouds, and derive bounds on topological estimation error under geometric uncertainty as well as their dependency on the densities of the encounter samples and landmarks. Our contribution includes quantitative analysis of metric convergence and topological stability and their dependence on the number of mobile agents and landmarks through different numerical experiments. Additionally, we demonstrate the proposed approach by conducting experiments with a swarm of micro-robotic creatures, called Hexbugs [28] . This work, can be used as building blocks for mapping of larger scenarios by herding the network using an aerial vehicle sweeping the environment [29] .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: A concise background on the mathematical tools used throughout the paper is provided in Section II. Section III describes the problem under study including models and assumptions for the agents in a biobotic network, followed by an overview of our approach. Geometric estimation methodology including asymptotic convergence analysis is studied in Section IV, and topological estimation and its stability analysis are presented in Section V. Section VI illustrates and validates the approach and related theoretical results via numerical and physical experiments, and finally, conclusion and future work are provided in Section VII.
II. MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
A. Manifold Learning
Consider a manifold M whose structure and features are of interest (e.g. an unknown environment to be mapped). M usually is not directly accessible but a finite sampled version of it, X = {x 1 , . . . , x n }, can be used for computations. X can be represented as a point cloud, a set of points equipped with a metric, defined by pairwise distances between the points. The metric can be obtained directly using the coordinates of the points, or by estimation of pairwise distances independently from their (possibly unknown) coordinates (see Fig. 2 (a) ).
Given a finite set of sampled data points X , manifold learning is referred to the set of algorithms that try to discover the intrinsic low dimensional structure of the embedding manifold M of the data set. A review of different manifold learning approaches can be found in [30] . Isomap [31] , in particular, learns the underlying global geometry of the manifold captured given only sampled data points by preserving the geodesic distances. The geodesic distance between two points is the length of the shortest curve γ (geodesic) that connects the two points on M, i.e. d M (x i , x j ) = inf γ {length(γ)}. As an example, on a sphere, the geodesic distances are obtained from the great circles. The main idea behind Isomap is to approximate geodesic distances on the manifold by the shortest path distance on the neighborhood graph of the samples taken from the manifold, using measured/estimated local metric information. Isomap is guaranteed to asymptotically recover geometric structure of a manifold given a dense enough sampled data set [31] .
B. Topological Data Analysis (TDA)
TDA, on the other hand, provides a framework for description of topological features in a point cloud in a coordinate free manner, while being robust to metric perturbations and noise.
1) Simplicial Complexes:
A standard method to analyze the topological structure of a point cloud X ⊂ M is to map it into combinatorial objects called simplicial complexes. Given a set X , a k-simplex is defined as a set {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k +1 }, x i ∈ X , ∀i and i = j, ∀i, j. A finite collection of simplices is called a simplicial complex if for each simplex each of its faces are also included in the collection (see Fig. 2(b) ). A computationally efficient complex, called the Vietoris-Rips complex R(X , ), is constructed by placing -balls on each vertex, and adding edges whenever they intersect. In other words, given pairwise distances d over X , any subset X ⊂ X is a simplex in R(X , ) if and only if d(x i , x j ) ≤ , ∀x i , x j ∈ X . Note that the construction of Vietoris-Rips complex only requires the knowledge of pairwise distances among the sampled points.
2) Persistent Homology: Homology of a space M is a topological invariance that carries information about its connected components and holes. It can be summarized as a compact representation in the form of so-called Betti numbers, which are the ranks of the homology groups. The k-th Betti number, β k is a measure of the number of n-dimensional cycles in the space (e.g. β 0 is the number of connected components and β 1 is the number of holes in the space).
For a dense enough sample X , one can find an interval over the scale , for which the constructed simplicial complexes belong to the same class of topological invariants as M. A sequence of such complexes, called a filtration, can be constructed by increasing over a range of interest, with the property that if [32] , denoted as PD k (Fig. 2 (d) ). Algorithms for computation of persistent homology can be found in [33] . The space M in Fig. 2 (a) can be described as having 1 connected component and 1 hole (β 0 = 1 and β 1 = 1). Although there exist several features in the PD in Fig. 2(d) , only two of them can be distinguished from the rest based on their maximum distance from the diagonal, which correspond to the persistent features referred to as topological signals, while the rest are short-lived features or topological noise [34] .
3) Stability of Persistence Diagrams: One of the fundamental properties of persistence diagram is its stability [35] , which means a sufficiently small perturbation in the metric results in a small change in the persistence diagram. There are variations of stability results based on different metric definitions. For a metric space (M, d) (a set M together with a metric d), the Hausdorff distance between these two of its subsets X and Y, d H (X , Y), is defined as the maximum distance from a point in one set to the closest point in the other set:
Moreover, for two metric spaces (X , d 1 
) is defined as the infimum of their Hausdorff distance over all possible isometric embeddings of these two spaces into a common metric space [36] . In order to compare persistence diagrams, a distance metric called the Bottleneck distance, is defined for two diagrams PD X and PD Y as [35] :
where the infimum is taken over all bijections φ : PD X → PD Y and . ∞ denotes supremum-norm over sets.
For two compact metric spaces (X , d 1 ) and (Y, d 2 ), the persistence diagram is stable in the sense that [36] :
Furthermore, if X and Y are embedded in the same space (M, d M ) then (3) holds for the Hausdorff distance d H instead of 2d GH . Fig. 2 (e) shows a circular space M along with noisy samples X drawn from it. The corresponding persistence diagrams PD M , PD X are presented in Fig. 2 (f), which are not much different. Here the bottleneck distance can be described as the L ∞ norm between the points corresponding to the holes in each space as shown in the plot.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a network of biobotic agents moving stochastically within a bounded domain of interest M ⊂ R 2 . We restrict our analysis to a 2D environment for simplicity while the techniques introduced do not rely on this assumption. Each agent is distinguished by its unique ID belonging to the set I = {1, . . . , n}, and its motion dynamics in the bounded space mimics the movement model of a biobotic insect. The movement model of the biobotic insect can be described by two types of motions: natural motion and controlled motion, which will be described in the following subsection.
A. Motion Model of the Biobotic Networks
Natural Motion (NM): The natural motion model of the biobotic agents is adopted from the probabilistic motion model of cockroaches in bounded spaces described in [37] , described by their individual and group behaviors. The individual movement of cockroaches can be characterized mainly by two behaviors, namely correlated random walk (CRW) and wall following (WF). Cockroaches, in their natural mode, are known to move according to a CRW model when they are far enough from the boundaries of the domain, and perform WF behavior when they detect the edges of the environment using their antennas [37] . During WF, they switch back again to CRW motion towards the interior of the domain after some stochastic amount of time. Moreover, it is known that during their CRW or WF motion, the insects probabilistically stop for some period of time and then continue their movement [37] . We refer to the insects being in a static (S) mode when they stop.
The CRW is modeled as piecewise linear movements with fixed orientation, characterized by line segments l i , interrupted by changes in direction θ i , and constant average velocity of v m . The lengths of line segments l has an exponential distribution with characteristic length l * :
Changes in orientation are also triggered by collision detection with other agents as well as obstacles and boundaries in the scene. Fig. 1(c) shows an example of CRW motion with few line segments l i , with angular re-orientations of θ i . Cockroaches also manifest a group behavior, aggregation, when they interact with each other [38] . In this paper, however, we focus on the CRW behavior for simplicity. Hence our model of natural motion will be reduced to a two state graphical model switching between CRW and S modes. Dirafzoon et al. [25] explored the effect of WF behavior on the exploration and mapping process. Note that although this model is particularly developed and studied for German cockroach Blattella germanica, many animals (in particular other species of cockroaches) are known to display similar motion behaviors with possibly different parameters for CRW or Levy Walk [39] .
Controlled Motion (CM):
The remotely controlled biobots are equipped with system-on-chip based commands of the following types: turn left, turn right, start or stop motion. In this paper, we only consider start and stop commands in order to switch the mode of the agents from CRW to S and vice versa.
B. Sensing and Processing
The sensing and communication model for the agents is inspired by limited sensing capabilities of the biobotic insects, consisting of wireless transmitters and receivers provided by the ZigBee enabled backpacks attached to their bodies [1] . Each agent is assumed to have a limited proximity sensing capability, and can identify and communicate with other agents within a detection radius r d , as shown in Fig. 1(d) . The agents are able to record their encounters with each other and the corresponding times as encounter events, and send this information either to a base station (centralized scheme) or to their neighboring agents (decentralized architecture). For simplicity, we assume ideal communication channels between the agents and skip issues related to packet dropouts and time delays in networked systems [40] . Furthermore, the nodes are able to report their status as being in a CRW or S state. Local encounters are the only piece of information provided, and no coordinates or other localization information is available. Note that odometry and inertial measurements are considered to be too unreliable due to the uneven and unstructured terrains present in our application scenario. We do not consider any external obstacle/collision detection mechanism as we rely on the insects' "built-in" instinct for collision detection and their natural change of direction in case of collision with other agents or obstacles.
C. Objective
Given this minimal sensing scenario, our goal is to learn the underlying geometry and infer the topology of the unknown environment as the swarm of agents efficiently explore the domain. As the swarm of agents share information about their local encounters during exploration, a coordinate-free map of the scene is built, that consists of geometric point clouds representing estimates of distances between the sampled points, and a topological summary of the environment (e.g. connected components and obstacles). We refer to such a map as Geometric-Topological Persistent Map (GTP-Map) of the environment. We measure the quality of geometric estimation via computation of errors in the geodesic distances estimated and the quality of topological inference via errors in the topological features in the persistence diagrams and the inferred ranks of the homology of the space. 
D. Overview of Methodology
A high level overview of our approach is illustrated in Fig. 3 . A physical environment with 2 holes (corresponding to obstacles) is shown in Fig. 3 (a) with agents whose motion mimics the biobotic movement model. The objective is to estimate a 2D embedding which best represents intrinsic geometry and topological features of the environment using local interactions among the agents. This task is accomplished by the following stages: (1) exploration and event (data) collection, (2) metric reconstruction, and (3) topological feature extraction.
Exploration and Event Collection:
The exploration is initiated with a dispersion stage, where all nodes start their motion in a CRW status until dispersed throughout the environment, while maintaining their connectivity. This is followed by a landmark selection stage, where a small percentage of the nodes are selected as static landmarks using a modified maxmin landmark selection approach [41] , and are commanded to switch to S mode. Given the adjacency graph of the communication, we use its hop distance to select landmarks iteratively by maximizing the distance from the previous set of landmarks. If the graph is not connected, the landmark agents are selected randomly from each cluster with a probability equal to the percentage of agents in each cluster.
The encounters among the agents ( Fig. 3(b) ) are recorded as data points, over which a distance metric is estimated after it is pre-processed. The estimated point cloud is projected to 2D space using a dimension reduction technique ( Fig. 3(c) ). Persistent homology extracts the persistence diagram for the simplicial filtrations of the point cloud ( Fig. 3(e) ), which will be used for topological inference. Details on metric and topological estimation are provided in the following sections.
IV. GEOMETRIC ESTIMATION AND ANALYSIS
A. Metric Estimation
An encounter event e i takes place between two agents if their corresponding positions fall within a distance of r d , and is recorded by an agent as a tuple:
where [t Furthermore, define the landmark set L = {l k } ⊂ I as the set of IDs of the agents that are assigned to be static (in S mode). Given the set L, then the set C k ⊂ E of all landmark events corresponding to the k-th landmark is defined as
Note that C k represents a cluster of events, which is referred to as a community in a graph; so we refer to the set C k as the k-th landmark community. For each landmark community C k , define its coordinate q k as the center of mass of the positions of all the events in the cluster. We denote the set of all landmark communities as C = {C k }, and the corresponding coordinates as
The sets E and C can be considered as unlocalized samples gathered from the environment, which can be projected into the sampled subspaces P E and P L drawn from M. We construct distance metrics on E and C that approximate pairwise distances close to the geodesic distances in P E and P L induced by the manifold distances
The idea is to approximate geodesic distances by the shortest path distance on the neighborhood graph of the samples taken from the manifold.
Construct an undirected weighted graph G with vertices corresponding to the events e i , denoted as the encounter graph. Given G, for any two vertices e i and e j , include an edge e ij if they have a common agent involved in both events, i.e. ID(e i ) ∩ ID(e j ) = ∅. The corresponding weight w ij will represent pairwise distances to be calculated as follows: For e i and e j , define the pairwise encounter time metric d E as d E (e i , e j ) = |t i − t j | if e i and e j are connected. Note that, for connected nodes e i and e j , the Euclidean distance between the corresponding coordinates p i and p j is upper bounded as
Provided that the agents were mov-ing only on straight lines and there were no obstacles in the field, this upper bound could have precisely approximated the Euclidean distance. However, due to CRW motion of the agents and existence of the obstacles, the accumulated errors of the pairwise distances over time will cause large drifts in metric estimation.
To reduce the amount of such drifts, we furthermore improve our graphical model by incorporating the fact that landmark nodes are static. Consider again the set L of the landmark nodes. Then, for two events e i and e j , if there exists a landmark community such that e i , e j ∈ C k , they had to occur geometrically at nearby locations. Therefore, the corresponding weight w ij is set to 0 in this case, and we define a pairwise encounter metric
To proceed with the construction of geometric point cloud, we perform a graph shortest path algorithm on the graph G, and define our encounter metric on the nodes in G as:
where P = (x 0 = e i , x 1 , . . . , x p = e j ) denotes a path along the edges of graph G connecting e i to e j . The shortest paths and their corresponding lengths can be found from Dijkstra's or Floyd's shortest path algorithms [42] . The graph distances d
G E
are defined similarly using the pairwise distances d E . Graph G consisting of nodes corresponding to the events e i and edge weights set as
, is referred to as the encounter metric graph, which approximates the geodesic distances over M from the sample points. We refer to the set of nodes in G together with the metric d G E L as the encounter point cloud of M. The estimated point cloud lies in a higher dimensional space although its intrinsic geometry can be embedded in a lower dimensional space. We make use of classical Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) [43] for dimension reduction in order to find a 2D embedding of the point cloud data. MDS, is typically used for visualization of dissimilarity matrices by calculating a set of of coordinate whose configuration minimizes a loss function [43] .
Remark 1 (Time Synchronization):
Observe that computation of the encounter metric of Eqn. (8) only requires relative time differences between the occurrence of consecutive encounters of each agent, and no absolute timing is required. Hence, assuming that each agent can store and keep track of the relative times between its own encounters, time synchronization is not needed as long as agents' clocks are of the same frequency. However, in case these assumptions do not hold, one can make use of time synchronization techniques for ad-hoc networks (e.g. [44] , [45] ) in order to avoid drifts and offsets in the metric.
Remark 2 (Time Delays):
Although we have omitted communication channel constraints such as packet dropouts and time delays in our assumptions, intermittent disconnection will not have a major impact on the performance since a fully connected network is not required. Furthermore our metric estimation is not dependent on individual events (rather a collection of encounters) nor requires online data transmission for control of the agents. Hence, as long as stochastic latencies or packet dropouts are not persistent nor spatially correlated to a specific location, the nodes can wait until they receive the next packet. However, if consecutive packet dropouts and disconnections occur over a spatially correlated region of the environment, metric reconstruction for that portion of the space might be incorrect. Acquiring local storage for biobotic agents with decentralized implementations provides an alternative solution in which the agents need to transmit data less often, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
B. Metric Analysis
In the following, we analyze and discuss convergence and asymptotic behavior of the proposed metric for approximation of geodesic distances, and investigate assumptions and conditions on sampling and graph connectivity under which d G E L is guaranteed to recover the true geometry of M.
For events e i and e j , define d M as the distance between their corresponding coordinates, p i and
Moreover, for a point p ∈ M and an event e i , we define the pairwise distance
For an event e i and a landmark community C k , define their pairwise distance as d
as the shortest path distance from one community to another.
In the following, we will show that if there exist enough number of encounters among the agents and the encounter graph is sufficiently dense, the encounter metric for communities will converge to the manifold distances between their corresponding positions in M. Furthermore, the encounter metric for all pair of nodes in G will converge to the manifold distance as the number of landmarks increases.
In our analysis, we make an assumption of unit linear velocity for CRW motion, i.e. v m = 1, for the sake of simplicity. The results can be easily extended for a general case with a scaling factor of 1/v m . Moreover, we neglect the effect of the detection radius r d on the obtained bounds; yet it can be shown that it will introduce a bias term proportional to r d in the errors. Under these assumptions, we can identify an event e i with a single 
where A(e, e ) is the set of continuous functions of the form In order to analyze the asymptotic behavior of our approach, we assume that the set of trajectories and events become dense enough such that we can approximate any of the geodesics trajectories in M T . Let δ e and ε be positive real numbers. We require the following conditions to hold: Condition 1(i) corresponds to the δ e -dense encounter sampling condition for the events, which is guaranteed as the number of agents or the running time increases. Condition 1(ii) can be guaranteed by the motion models considered. As the number of agents increases, each path connecting nearby events will look more like a straight path (due to the CRW model under consideration). Proofs for the following lemmas and theorems can be found in the Appendix.
Lemma 1: For any two encounter events e i and e j we have:
Lemma 2: For two encounters e i and e j , under sampling Assumption 1 and graph connectivity Assumption 2, if 4δ e < ε then:
where λ 1 = 4δ e /ε and λ 2 = τ /ε.
Combining the above lower and upper bounds on d
(e i , e j ), we can conclude the main result for the convergence of distances as follows.
Theorem 1: For any pair of events e i , e j , provided that Assumptions 1 and 2 hold, and 4δ e < ε, then (12) where λ 3 = τ /ε − 1 + 4δ e τ /ε 2 . Landmark communities are the set of events associated with a particular landmark at a fixed location, so we can represent them in M T as the set S k = Π −1 M (p k ) where p k ∈ M is the physical location of landmark l k . Hence, we can define a new metric space M L T which is M T with the proper identification along the set of landmark communities {C k }. We can show that this new space has a metric similar to the original space.
Lemma 3: Given two landmark events e k ∈ S k and e k ∈ S k , where p k and p k are the location of landmarks l k and
Lemma 4: Given two events e i and e j , then
Finally, combining the result of Lemma 4 with Theorem 1, we obtain the desired bounds on landmark communities as follows:
Theorem 2: For any pair of landmark communities C k , C k , provided that Assumptions 1 and 2 hold and 4δ e < ε, then: (15) where λ 3 = τ /ε − 1 + 4δ e τ /ε 2 . Note that we can also generalize the results of this theorem to include bounds on the convergence of distances between any arbitrary events by using Lemma 4. However, this result does not provide convergence to d M for an arbitrary pair of events, and will depend on an additional constraint on the density of the configuration of landmarks in M.
Assumption 3 (Landmark Density
Corollary 1: Given two events e i and e j , provided that Assumptions 1-3 hold, and 4δ e < ε, then
(16) Theorem 2 asserts that given enough number of encounter samples from the environment and graph connectivity condition, if the CRW motion of the biobots is close enough to straight line segments for small enough neighborhoods, the proposed encounter metric asymptotically recovers the geodesic distances between the landmarks. In particular, for a fixed size and shape of the environment, and fixed speed of agents, the encounter sampling density δ e is inversely proportional to |E|, which is proportional to the number of moving agents N m . Hence, with increased number of moving agents, δ e will eventually converge to 0 and λ 1 can be chosen arbitrary small. τ , on the other hand, is dependent on CRW parameters, the existence of obstacles in the space, and the encounter sampling as well.
Consider a local subdomain (patch) of M, within which are no obstacles. For this patch, τ is mainly determined by deviation of the trajectories that the agents traverse between their encounters from straight line segments. If the agents move on straight lines and change direction only if they detect other agents or obstacles, then for any two neighboring encounters, d E (e i , e j ) = d M T (e i , e j ), so δ e ≤ ε and λ 2 → 0. This depends on the probability of each line segment in CRW model being larger than encounter sampling density. Considering the CRW model of (4), p[l ≥ δ e ] = e δ e /l * , which will converge to 1 if δ e /l * → 0. Hence, for a fixed l * , in an obstacle free space if δ e → 0, then λ 2 → 0. Convergence of λ 2 also can be realized by increasing l * for a fixed sampling density, although smaller l * will result in better dispersion performance, which is representing a trade-off between exploration and mapping performance. When there exist obstacles, the change of direction due to obstacle avoidance introduces an extra source of error, which can also be decreased by having enough number of samples close to the boundaries of obstacles.
V. TOPOLOGICAL INFERENCE
So far, we have constructed point clouds for geometric estimation of the domain M. However, such point clouds are not precise and are subject to errors due to uncertainty on the distances, which may lead to deformations in the shape of the space. In order to address this issue, we exploit persistent homology, that is stable to bounded perturbations of the dissimilarity measure [35] , along with a statistical classification approach in order to infer topological features of M from coordinate-free encounter point clouds.
Consider again the point cloud E with the encounter metric d
. We construct filtrations of Vietoris-Rips simplicial complexes R(E, ), denoted as encounter complexes, and compute its persistent homology to extract topological features in terms of persistence diagrams. An example of a simplicial complex constructed over E is shown in Fig. 3(d) . Similarly, one can calculate the persistence over the filtrations of simplicial complexes R(C, ). We restrict our computations to the dimensions 0 and 1 of persistence (corresponding to connected components and holes in the point cloud) as the higher dimension are not applicable in our experiments. This process is, however, preceded by a subsampling step for cleaning up the data.
Subsampling and Outlier Removal: Extracting topological information from the whole point cloud would be computationally expensive due to the large number of events that are created over time, and it can be prone to error due to outliers in the estimated metric; hence, using a subsampling algorithm would be beneficial. A common subsampling method in persistent homology which preserves topology is the maxmin algorithm [41] , but it is very sensitive to outliers. Hence, we employ a modified version of maxmin by adding a pre-processing layer for outlier removal using a K-nearest neighbor (KNN) density estimation [46] .
For a node e i in graph G, let d k (e i ) denote the distance between e i and it's k-nearest neighbor, and d k (e i ) be the average distance to its k-nearest neighbors (inversely proportional to the local density of the point cloud around e i ). Consider the density of all average distances over E as ρ k (E) and select the threshold τ q,k to be q-quantile of ρ k (E). Then we select a subset V ⊂ E of points v i such that d k (v i ) < τ q,k , ∀v i ∈ V, which will remove outliers of E to a large extent. Finally, we apply the maxmin algorithm on the pre-filtered point cloud V for further subsampling. The first sample x 1 is chosen randomly from the point cloud V. Iteratively, if X = {x 1 , . . . , x k −1 } is the set of previously selected samples, find the next sample as a point
A. Topological Stability Analysis
Here, we analyze topological stability of our metric estimation, and show that our geometrically estimated point cloud will provide estimations of features of environment that are topologically stable. Consider the metric spaces
, and let PD M , PD E , PD C represent the corresponding persistence diagrams obtained from filtrations of simplicial complexes R(M, ), R(E, ), R(C, ), respectively. We will exploit the bounds obtained in Section IV-B in order to show stability of persistence diagrams over E and C, which is summarized as the following theorem:
Theorem 3 (Stability of persistence): Under assumptions and conditions of Theorem (1) and Theorem (2), the proposed encounter metric is topologically stable, i.e. the persistence diagrams PD E and PD C are not much different form PD M in terms of the bottleneck distances:
The bottleneck distances between the persistence diagrams in (17) and (18) are bounded by the errors that correspond to the summation of geometric estimation error and sampling error. In (17) the term λ 3 δ l corresponds to the metric estimation error between the landmarks, which will vanish if λ 3 → 0 as discussed in the previous section. The term δ l , on the other hand, is purely the density of landmarks in the space, and determines the topological estimation error using only landmarks as the samples from M if we had the true metric over the space C. Likewise in (18) , the first term corresponds to the metric estimation error between all encounters which will vanish if both δ e , δ l → 0. The term (1 + λ 3 )δ e , on the other hand, corresponds to the topological perturbation using the sampled set of encounters which will converge to zero if δ e → 0.
B. Topological Classification
In order to classify persistent features in the PD from topological noise emerging due to subsampling and metric estimation uncertainty, we present a classification algorithm by learning threshold values for the lengths of persistence intervals based on a non-parametric density estimation of noise such that it infers the correct Betti numbers of the underlying space.
Consider a collection of sampled point clouds {E 
where θ k = (q k , Δ k , τ k ) is the estimation parameter vector, and 1 1 R + (.) is the indicator function of R + . This function specifies that only those persistent intervals for which the normalized value of r (p),n k is greater than τ k are considered as "true" features. Furthermore, define the n-th Betti number error as
where β k is the true k-th Betti number of M. Hence, the average error for the collection of sampled points can be expressed
One can replace the indicator function with a sigmoid function σ α (x) = 1 1+e −α x to mane the cost function smooth. In order to learn the classifier, we generate a set of samples from the same topological space and train our classifier by finding the value of θ k that minimizes the error function e k . We denote by θ * k the optimal parameter value found using brute force optimization. Finally, one can compute the error e k (θ * k ) for a new collection of sampled data for testing purposes. 
VI. NUMERICAL AND PHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present numerical simulation analysis as well as physical experiments to demonstrate the validity and performance of our approach. We have considered two-dimensional environments with basic geometric shapes for simplicity. However, the approach makes no use of these assumption and is directly applicable to more unstructured environments. Additionally, videos of the simulations for more complex environments as well as experiments with Wolfbots are available in the project website 1 .
A. Numerical Analysis Results
The software is composed of a biobotic swarm simulator and a GTP-mapping package. The swarm simulator (in C++) reproduces the behavior of biobots by combining natural as well as controlled motion patterns. The mapping package (in C++ and Matlab) performs the geometric estimation and topological inference. In the swarm simulator, CRW parameters are set to be C = 1, l * = 3 m, v m = 1 m/s. The change of direction is isotropic everywhere except the boundaries of the environment. The detection radius of each agent for encounter and boundary recognition is adopted to be r d = 1 m. In our simulations we assume an ideal communication channel among the agents for simplicity. For computation of persistent homology we exploit the implementation of Dionysus C++ library [47] .
1) Example Scenarios:
Here we illustrate our methodology presenting the results for three different example scenarios as 1 https://research.ece.ncsu.edu/aros/project/cyborg-insect-network/ shown in Fig. 4(a-c) . We consider square shaped physical environments with dimensions 50 m × 50 m and three scenarios with (1) no obstacles, (2) one obstacle in the middle, and (3) two obstacles. A total number of N t = 150 agents are considered to start their CRW motion from random initial configuration within the arena among which N l = 20 are selected as landmarks after the initial dispersion and are commanded to switch to S mode. The rest of the agents (N m = 130) keep moving according to CRW motion, and explore the area for 200 seconds. In order to set a proper portion of agents as landmarks, we refer to our analysis at the end of subSection VI-A3, showing that selection of a number around 10 -30% of N t for N l makes a reasonable choice in terms of the trade-off between geometric estimation and topological inference. Fig. 4(a) sketches snapshots of the environments together with moving agents (gray circles) at t = 0 and the set of landmark nodes (shown as pink dots). We constructed estimated geometric point clouds and persistence diagrams for each scenario. Simplicial representations of each point cloud in the form of Rips complexes R(E, ), where = 0. Fig. 4(b) . The obstacles in the physical environments are represented as holes in these representations.
The persistence diagrams for the filtrations over the point clouds are sketched on top of the true persistence diagrams of the spaces in Fig. 4(c) . On each persistence diagram, 0-dimensional and 1-dimensional topological features (connected components and holes) are plotted as "blue" and "red" points, respectively, and the class hyperplanes H 0 and H 1 separating topological features from noise are drawn as dashed lines. The classification thresholds are obtained after 50 independent (PD M , PD E ) . The maximum topological estimation errors are in the order of 4.2% of the largest pairwise distance value in the environments. It can be observed that the point clouds capture the correct topological features of the domains, which can be verified by the features classified as signals in the persistence diagrams. Moreover, the estimated point clouds also contain some geometric information, which could be exploited to improve the mapping accuracy for approaches that make use of additional sensing and localization information.
In order to explore the effect of point cloud subsampling on the topological inference, we further studied the signal to noise ratio (SNR) performance over N = 100 independent runs for the one hole case, comparing the standard maxmin subsampling with the proposed KNN pre-filtered maxmin approach. Fig. 4(d) shows the subsampled point clouds consisting of 150 points along with the corresponding persistence diagrams. KNN parameters are selected as q = 0.9 and K = 10. The signal to noise ratio is calculated as SN R = P S /P N , where P S and P N represent the average of persistence signal power P (p) S and noise power P (p) N over N runs, respectively. We define persistence signal power for the p-th data set as P represents the corresponding lengths of such intervals. Similarly, P
where N p denotes the p-th noise set. An investigation of the plots in Fig. 4(d-e) clarifies how the pre-filtering step cleans up the data from outliers that fill out the topological holes, and improves the SNR to a great extent.
2) Classification and Robustness: Additionally, we assessed the performance of our topological classification in terms of robustness to scaling and number of holes in the space. We used a training data set consisting of 100 variations of the space shown in Fig. 5(a) with random placements of the two square holes in the space. Persistence diagram and the corresponding density of interval lengths for one of the environments are shown in Fig. 5(b) and (c) , respectively. The optimization process resulted in a minimum of F(Θ * 1 ) = 0.03 with Θ * 1 = (0.5, 0.7, 37). This result is not surprising as the 0.5-quantile of the density, which is the median of the dataset, is known to be robust to outliers. We evaluated F(Θ * 1 ) for a variety of test sets, each containing 100 point clouds with random feature placements, with each test set differing in either scale of the environment and features or the number of features (holes).
To investigate the performance, we used the sensitivity measure for classification, SE = T P/(T P + F N), where T P and F N denote the number of true positives and false negatives, respectively. The sensitivity performance for these scenarios is summarized in Fig. 5 (d) and (e) for scaled environments, and environments with different numbers of holes but the same scale, respectively. Note that we have evaluated this measure for the whole mapping algorithm and not just for the classification part, which can justify the degradation in the performance for the 3-hole case, as we observed that in 15% of the cases, the third hole could not be retrieved from the point cloud data. The reason is that adding more topological holes in a fixed space will degrade the encounter graph connectivity, which which in turn deteriorates the geometric estimation accuracy and topological connectivity.
3) Convergence Analysis: We performed a set of experiments in order to evaluate the geometric estimation error and topological stability bounds derived in Sections V and IV. Fig. 6 sketches the estimated geodesic distances versus the manifold distances over the sets P L and P E for a single run with N l = 20 landmarks and N m = 100 moving agents, using the same parameters described as in example scenarios. One can observe how closely d G E L estimates geodesic distances over the set of landmarks, while it is prone to larger errors for pairs of nonlandmark events, which is consistent with the results in Theorem 2. However, looking at the bottleneck distances d B (PD M , PD E ) in the right plot, we realize that the robustness of persistent homology to perturbations compensates for the relative large geometric errors yielding to a bottleneck distance of only 2.938 in topological estimation. The relatively larger topological error d B (PD M , PD C ) comes from the fact that although the metric d G E L among the landmarks is more precisely estimated, the density of the landmarks (inversely proportional to δ l = 7.27) is not sufficient to capture the topological information with a high precision if the simplicial complexes are constructed on a subset of M consisting of only Π M (C). Note that the density of Π M (C) is in fact equal to the density of position of the landmarks themselves as they do not move over time, whereas for moving agents, densities of their encounter locations C is estimated more precisely, topological inference is better to be carried out over the set of E. The larger density of samples Π M (E) with the topological stability of persistence homology will compensate for the larger geometric estimation errors of d
This conveys a trade-off between learning the geometry and topology in terms of the densities of landmarks and encounter samples. To better illustrate this, we studied the variations of the geometric convergence parameter λ 3 as well as the bottleneck distances d B (PD M , PD E ) and d B (PD M , PD C ) in terms of N m and N l for scenarios 1 and 2. Particularly, we considered two case studies: (1) increasing N m for fixed values of N l , and (2) increasing N l for fixed N m . For each case, we considered 20 independent runs, and four different values for the controlled parameter. The trends for independent parameters λ 3 and bottleneck distances are shown in the diagrams plotted in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively. A quick overview of these diagrams verifies that the metric estimation errors and bottleneck distances will both generally decrease with increasing values of N l and N m . Looking more carefully at Fig. 7 one can easily observe the monotonously decreasing pattern of the values of λ 3 as N m increases, and the higher sensitivity of λ 3 with respect to N m than N l . This conveys the fact that although landmarks are essential for precise geometric estimation, increasing their number would not improve the accuracy of d the topological stability bounds in this case are dominated by N l rather than N m , although the experimental trends for the two cases do not vary that much. Furthermore, it is evident that the bottleneck distances d B (PD M , PD E ) are in general smaller than d B (PD M , PD C ) due to the same argument as mentioned for Fig. 6 . Hence, having a fixed number of agents at hand, a reasonable strategy would be to select a small percentage (10 -30 %) of them as landmarks, in order to improve geometric estimation over the set of encounters, and infer topological structures over the set E. Then the ratios of N m and N l can further be adjusted based on the needs of the problem and the priorities of geometric or topological learning. Note that in our analysis above, we discussed N m as the defining parameter for density of events, while other parameters are fixed. However, one can also increase the running time of the exploration stage or the speed of the agents depending on the problem constraints in order to acquire more encounter samples so as to increase the accuracy with smaller number of moving agents.
B. Physical Experiments
In this section, we present experimental results using a swarm of micro-robotic creatures, called Hexbug Nanos [28] , which emulate the correlated random walk motion of the biobots.
1) System Setup: An overview of the components of our experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 9(a) .
Bio-Inspired agents: The Hexbug Nano (see Fig. 9(a) ) uses the physics of vibration to propel forward and explore the environment. Powered by a tiny motor and 12 fixed, angular rubbery legs, they crawl forward and quickly navigate through complex mazes. When coming into contact with objects (walls, obstacles, or other Hexbugs) in their path, the agents switch directions towards a new path due to their persistent random behavior.
Environment: A physical environment to be mapped is constructed as shown in Fig. 9(a) , consisting of 76.2 cm × 101.6 cm foam board, with rectangular obstacles (in dark blue) which are built from the same material. Since the motion mode of Hexbugs cannot be controlled into static mode, landmarks are attached to the environment, with their locations selected randomly in the free space of the environment. The arena is also equipped with a physical boundary (shown as blue strips) for the agents to remain within during exploration.
Visual Tracking System: Due to lack of communication capabilities among the Hexbugs, we employ a visual tracking system to identify and record the encounter information between the ground agents. A Microsoft LifeCam HD-5000 Webcam [48] (Fig. 9(a) ) is mounted over a tripod for this purpose. Visual tracking is carried out through the following stages: (1) background removal, (2) agent segmentation, and (3) encounter tracking. Each video frame is first converted into the Lab color space, and the background (including boundaries and obstacles) is extracted and removed from the frame via color segmentation. The connected components remaining after background removal correspond to the Hexbugs or landmarks (shown as red and blue regions in Fig. 9(c) ) in the video. The encounter events are identified through a sequence of merges and splits of the connected components in the video. We record an encounter event whenever two connected components merge until they split (white circles in Fig. 9(c) ), and measure the approximate elapsed time after the split till the next merge to construct the edge weights w ij in the encounter graph. Landmarks are detected as part of the color segmentation process, and the encounters with them are recorded and identified (green circles in Fig. 9(c) ). Note that the tracking system is solely used for encounter identification, and no trajectory tracking nor coordinate information is recorded.
Event Collection and Map Building: Hexbugs start their motion from a random deployment inside the arena and disperse through the environment for exploration. At each time window, they efficiently explore the assigned region. The encounter information is then employed in our data analysis framework in order to estimate the geometric point clouds and robustly find the topological structure of the local areas.
2) Experimental Results: We conduct physical experiments with the swarm of Hexbugs with environments similar to the three scenarios in numerical simulations presented earlier (see Fig. 10(a-c) ). We consider environments with no obstacles, one obstacle, and two obstacles, as shown in Fig. 10(a) . A number of N m = 15 moving agents and N l = 5 landmarks are selected for these experiments. The Hexbugs explore the arena for 300 seconds with their random walk. Fig. 10(b) sketches the simplicial maps R(E, ),
) constructed from subsampled encounter point clouds using the proposed approach. Similar to numerical simulation results, the geometric point clouds for the maps present topological attributes of the environments properly in terms of holes representing the obstacles. The corresponding persistence diagrams and inferred topological features for each scenario are plotted in Fig. 10(c) , with 0-dimensional and 1-dimensional features visualized as blue and red dots, respectively. Features classified as signals are marked with the green rectangles. The PDs properly infer the existence of 0, 1, and 2 persistent obstacles for the maps in Fig. 10(b) from top to bottom, respectively. However, from the simplicial maps of Fig. 10(b) it can be visually observed that geometric estimation does not provide as high accuracy as the ones constructed in numerical simulations. Potential reasons for this include the effect of encounter radius that was skipped in the theoretical analysis, fewer number of moving agents and landmarks, and lack of an accurate encounter detection procedure. Table I provides a comparison of the geometric parameters that play an important role in the accuracy of metric estimation used for simulation and physical experiments. In order to quantitatively analyze the metric and topological estimation accuracy, we conducted a set of experiments with Hexbugs to measure the mapping uncertainties with variations in the number of agents. We considered an environment including one obstacle similar to the one shown in Fig. 10(a) scenario 2, and considered mapping for duration of 300 seconds for three case studies with (1) N m = 5, (2) N m = 15, and (3) N m = 25, respectively, and a fixed value of N l = 5. Resulting encounter point clouds E subsampled with KNN-maxmin procedure set to |E| = 500 points are plotted in Fig. 10(d) . One can clearly observe that as N m increases, the point clouds reconstruct the geometry of the environment more accurately. In order to investigate such improvement, we plot the estimated metric d G E L versus the true metric over the set P E in the physical environment for the subsampled point clouds as shown in Fig. 10(e) . We obtain uncertainty bounds for metric estimation error |d 
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a framework for geometric-topological learning of unknown environments using local interactions amongst the agents in biobotic networks. Geodesic metric estimation and topological stability convergence analysis was provided, and it was shown that under dense sampling of the environment, connectivity of the network encounter graph, and existence of enough landmarks, one can learn the intrinsic geometry of the environment with arbitrary small errors, extract topological features of the space with bounded error, and infer the true homology of the space with the proposed classifier.
Our future work will include the results of experiments for implementation of the proposed approach on Madagascar hissing biobots in order to realize exploration and mapping with cyborg insect networks for search and rescue operations.
APPENDIX PROOFS FOR LEMMAS AND THEOREMS
A. Proof for Lemma 1
First, we note that given neighboring events e i and e j in G,
is defined as the infimum over all trajectories of constant velocity, and the trajectory between e i and e j is one particular realization. Furthermore, the trajectory defined by the path P = (x 0 = e i , x 1 , . . . , x p = e j ) associated with the shortest path in (G, d E ) corresponds to one particular realization of the set of trajectories considered in the definition of d M T ; hence, we have the desired inequality.
B. Proof for Lemma 2
Let Γ(s) := (γ M (s), γ T (s)) for s ∈ [0, S Γ ] be an arbitrary curve in A(e i , e j ) as defined in Eqn. (9) . We decompose this curve into arcs with lengths s k by defining a sequence of points Γ 0 = e i , Γ 1 , . . . , Γ n , Γ n +1 = e j along Γ such that S Γ = n k =0 s k with s k = ε − 2δ e for k = 1, . . . , n − 1, and (ε − 2δ)/2 ≤ s 0 , s n ≤ ε − 2δ e .
Based on condition (i) of Assumption 1, for each point Γ k there exist an encounter event x k within distance δ e from Γ k . Additionally, for each pair (x k , x k +1 ) in the path P = (e i , x 1 , . . . , x n , e j ) we have
. . , n − 1, which implies that there is an edge between x k and x k +1 in G by Assumption 2. Then, by condition (ii) in Assumption 1, d E (x k , x k +1 ) ≤ τ = λ 2 · ε = λ 2 · ε · s k /(ε − 2δ e ), where the last equality follows from the definition of s k . Similarly, one can show that d E (e i , x 1 ) ≤ λ 2 · ε · s 0 /( − 2δ e ) and d E (x n , e j ) ≤ λ 2 · ε · s n /( − 2δ e ).
By summing all distances along the path P , we have that d G E (e i , e j ) ≤ d E (e i , x 1 ) + d E (x 1 , x 2 ) + · · · + d E (x n , e j ) ≤ λ 2 · ε · S Γ /(ε − 2δ e ). Using the fact that 1/(1 − x) < 1 + 2x for positive x < 1/2, one concludes d G E (e i , e j ) ≤ λ 2 · S Γ · (1 + 4δ e /ε) for 4δ e < ε. Taking the shortest path among all paths between e i and e j we have the desired result. Theorem 1 is directly followed by lemmas 1 and 2.
C. Proof for Lemma 3
Note 
D. Proof for Lemma 4
The geodesic associated with the distance metric d M L T either passes through the position of a landmark or it does not.
Assuming that it does not pass through one of the landmarks, then the distance metric will be the same as d M T , since we are not using the identification in M L T . If it passes through a landmark then the distance will be equal to (S k , e j ) . Hence, taking the minimum of both possible scenarios we get the desired result.
E. Proof for Theorem 2
The inequality
can be shown by following the same arguments as in Lemma 1. Hence,
follows by Lemma 3. Similarly, the second inequality follows by using the argument in Lemma 2 and the results in Lemma 3.
F. Proof for Corollary 1
The left hand side inequality can be obtained by following the same arguments as in Lemma 
G. Proof for Theorem 3
From equation (3) of stability theory in persistent diagrams, and using triangle inequality for metrics we have: (21) where d M |E×E is the restriction of the metric d M to E × E, defined as d M (e i , e j ) d M (Π(e i ), Π(e j )). Furthermore, it can be shown that [49] : 
Considering the common metric d M in the first term in the right side of (23), and noting the fact that P E ⊂ M, (23) can be rewritten as
Following the same steps for PD C , one can obtain: 
